Abstract: Metagenomic studies suggest that only a small fraction of the viruses that exist in nature have been identified and studied. Characterization of unknown viral genomes is hindered by the many genomes populating any virus sample. A new method is reported that integrates drop-based microfluidics and computational analysis to enable the purification of any single viral species from a complex mixed virus sample and the retrieval of complete genome sequences. By using this platform, the genome sequence of a 5243 bp dsDNA virus that was spiked into wastewater was retrieved with greater than 96 % sequence coverage and more than 99.8 % sequence identity. This method holds great potential for virus discovery since it allows enrichment and sequencing of previously undescribed viruses as well as known viruses.
Viruses are the most abundant biological entities on Earth and significantly affect living organisms by causing diseases and shaping their immune systems. Despite their ubiquity and influence, less than 0.01 % of existing viruses have been sequenced. [1] Establishment of an extensive virus database is crucial to identify potential emerging infectious diseases [2] and to improve our understanding of virus diversity, ecology, adaptation, and evolution. The major roadblock to characterizing unknown viral genomes is the lack of technologies enabling efficient enrichment of various types of viruses. Enrichment of a target viral species is required for the most common virus samples such as environmental samples, which generally harbor diverse viral populations, [3] or clinical samples, where the amount of viral genomes is often lower than the amount of host genomes and the virions are localized to a small subset of cells in the tissue. An enrichment step is particularly crucial for viral genome sequencing because other abundant DNAs in the sample, such as genomic fragments of host DNA, are often much larger than viral genomes and dominate the sequence space even with a small number of copies. Traditional enrichment methods for viruses include cell culture, [4] immunoscreening [5] followed by sequence-independent PCR, [6] and differential hybridization. [7] All of these methods are labor-intensive, inefficient, and more importantly, only applicable to a limited subset of viruses. Recently, a flow cytometry method was developed to disperse single virions into microwells and obtain their individual genome sequences. [8] However, this method does not employ a selection strategy. A selection strategy allows efficient usage of sequencing power and enables the sequencing of rare viruses with a reasonable sequencing cost and time.
Herein, we report the development of a platform to isolate and sequence any single viral species from a large genetic space of viral sequences. Our platform integrates drop-based microfluidics for high-throughput single-virus assays and sorting (Scheme 1 a-c), molecular biology techniques for whole-genome amplification of the selected viruses (Scheme 1 d), and a computational workflow for de novo assembly of viral genome sequences (Scheme 1 e).
Drop-based microfluidics offers unprecedented advantages, allowing high-throughput screening of single cells or viruses with high sensitivity and minimal time. [9] By combinScheme 1. Identification of viral genomes from an environmental sample. a) Viruses are encapsulated into drops. b) After thermocycling, amplicons are generated in the drops containing the target virus. c) Drops are sorted based on their fluorescence intensities. d) The enriched virus solution is treated with USER to digest amplicons, followed by whole-genome amplification. e) The amplified products are sequenced and assembled by using our computational workflow.
ing droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) with microfluidic sorting techniques, we selectively enrich viruses of interest from an environmental sample. A drop maker is used to encapsulate an aqueous mixture containing a virus sample, PCR buffer, primers, dUTP/dATP/dCTP/dGTP, and SYBR Green I. Encapsulation is performed so that the majority of drops contain no more than one virion. All virus types can be efficiently encapsulated into drops following Poisson statistics since the size of viruses (5 nm-3 mm) is considerably smaller than the size of the drops (25-100 mm), and virions are welldispersed in wastewater samples ( Figure S3 ). With primers specific to a target virus, amplicons are generated selectively in a drop containing a target virion after thermocycling. Primers can be designed for both known viruses and unknown viruses ( Figure S4 , see the Supporting Information for details). In the PCR mixture, dTTP is replaced with dUTP so that amplicons generated during PCR contain dUTP in the place of dTTP. A dsDNA intercalating dye, SYBR Green I, is added to the mixture to stain amplicons and identify the drops containing a target virion. After thermocycling, we inject the drops into the microfluidic sorter and select the drops displaying an enhanced fluorescence signal.
[9c] The selected virus solution is then treated with uracil-specific excision reagent (USER), which generates a nucleotide gap at the location of a uracil. During USER treatment, amplicons that contain dUTP are selectively digested into small pieces while the viral genomes that do not contain dUTP remain intact. Selective digestion of amplicons is important since they are over-represented in the enriched virus solution and would impede the characterization of the complete viral genome if left undigested.
Multiple displacement amplification (MDA) is performed on the USER-treated virus solution to generate more than 1 ng of clonal copies, an amount sufficient for DNA sequencing.
[10] To suppress the amplification of high-molecular-weight DNA contaminants in commercial MDA reagents, [11] we treat the reagents with UV light [12] and perform MDA reaction in a reduced reaction volume [13] of 4 mL. The amplified DNA products are sequenced by using an Illumina Platform and the sequence reads are assembled to recover the genome sequence of the sorted viruses. A computational workflow was developed for sequence data cleaning, de novo assembly, and selection of the target virus contig (a contiguous assembled piece of DNA sequence). Low-quality reads and human reads are removed and the remaining reads are assembled into contigs by using CLC assembler (CLC bio). Meta-assembly is then performed by using a "homebuilt" MATLAB code since CLC assembler occasionally yields contigs with 13-50 bp sequence overlaps. The genome sequence of the enriched viruses is determined by selecting the contig with the highest relative abundance among the high-quality contigs that do not originate from known organisms.
Previous metagenomic studies have revealed that wastewater harbors diverse viral species, including previously undescribed viruses with unknown viral sequences that outnumber known viral sequences by a factor of 10-1000. [3] This indicates that raw sewage is an excellent source of previously undescribed viruses. To assess our platform for sequencing viral genomes from wastewater, we spiked a wellcharacterized virus, SV40, into wastewater, selected SV40 virions by using the microfluidic platform, sequenced the enriched samples, and performed de novo assembly. We then investigated whether the assembled genome sequence aligns with the SV40 genome and how much of the SV40 genome is covered by this sequence.
For enrichment of SV40, SV40/wastewater mixtures are encapsulated into 8 pL drops (Figure 1 a) . After thermocycling, a small fraction of the drops displays a high level of fluorescence under excitation at 470 nm, thereby indicating the presence of SV40 virions in those drops (Figure 1 b) . These drops are selected by using the microfluidic sorter (Figure 1 c) . Amplicons in the collected solution are digested with USER (Figure 2 a) , followed by whole-genome amplification with f29 DNA polymerase. Restriction analysis allows us to quickly examine whether the amplified DNA contains the SV40 genome sequence without sequencing. The restriction enzyme PvuII cleaves SV40 at three sites to produce DNA fragments of 1446, 1790, and 1997 bp (Figure 2 b) . The digestion test shows that at least 100 positive drops are required to obtain a detectable amount of the SV40 genome sequence after MDA (Figure 2 c) . With fewer drops, the amplified DNA is not cleaved by PvuII and migrates as large DNA during gel electrophoresis.
To further evaluate the effectiveness of our purification and amplification method, the amplified DNA was sequenced and analyzed. First, the percentage of SV40 mapped reads to total sequence reads was compared for 3 % SV40/wastewater mixture and the selected SV40 samples (Sample 1, Table S1 ). Without sorting, the amplified sequences contain 0.004 % of SV40 reads. The low percentage of SV40 reads is due to highmolecular-weight DNA in wastewater. During MDA, larger DNA is preferentially amplified over shorter DNA; the sequences of high-molecular-weight contaminants are thus over-represented in the amplified product. This issue is particularly prominent and problematic in viral genome sequencing becasue viral genomes are generally much smaller than other abundant DNA in the sample. The percentage of SV40 reads increases to 94.0 % and 98.6 % for samples of 100 and 1000 selected drops, respectively. The sequencing results on the selected SV40 samples from other sets of sorting .
Angewandte
Zuschriften experiments also show high percentages of SV40 reads (Table S1 in the Supporting Information). This confirms that our microfluidic platform effectively enriches target virions from a complex virus mixture. We also investigated whether the SV40 reads cover the complete genome of SV40. The reference mapping results show that the complete genome sequence of SV40 is recovered after collecting as little as 100 positive drops (Figure 3 a and Figure S5 ). In two out of eleven samples, a portion of the SV40 genome corresponding to the amplicon sequence is absent (Figure 3 b and Figure S5 ). This absence may be due to the digested amplicon fragments, which can anneal to the SV40 genome and hinder DNA strand extension by f29. The sequence mapping results highlight the importance of the amplicon digestion step for whole-genome amplification. When the sorted virions are amplified without USER treatment, the amplified sequences only cover sequences from the amplicons themselves (Figure 3 c) .
The sequence reads are assembled into contigs by using our computational workflow. The contigs are analyzed by a BLAST search to identify their origin and sequence homology to the reference genome. In all cases, the contig with the highest relative abundance aligns with the SV40 genome (Table S2) . When the sequence reads cover the complete SV40 genome, the generated SV40 contigs cover more than 97 % of the genome sequence (Figure 3 a and Table 1 ). The missing sequences are in the 72 bp repeat region of the SV40 genome. In our study, sequencing was performed with 50 bp single-end read, which makes it challenging to distinguish repeating sequences larger than 50 bp. Therefore, the sequence coverage can be further improved by performing paired-end sequencing with longer reads. We obtain SV40 contigs that cover more than 96 % of the genome sequence even from the samples lacking a large portion of the amplicon sequence ( Figure 3 b and Table 1 ). To correct the absence of the amplicon sequence in these contigs, we characterized the amplicon sequence by performing Sanger sequencing on the sorted drops and manually inserted that sequence based on the sequence overlap. Our assembly technique is highly robust towards contamination. The samples amplified with the MDA reagents that were incompletely decontaminated showed only 8.9 % and 0.74 % SV40 reads; however, the SV40 contigs from these samples cover more than 95.8 % of the genome with 100 % sequence identity (Table 1) . Sequence analysis on non-SV40 reads shows that over 99 % of the contaminant sequences are from human, bacteria, and mouse, which are common contaminant sources in laboratory environments ( Figure S6 ). For de novo assembly of unknown viral genomes, raw sequencing data will be computationally cleaned by removing the common contaminant sequences. The high-purity sequence reads will ensure accurate de novo assembly. Our assembly result indicates that a cheaper sequencing option can also be used for sequencing. De novo assembly was successful when the sequence coverage was higher than 50 (Table S1 ). Considering that the size of viral genomes is a few kb to hundreds of kb, the Ion Torrent Personal Genome Machine, which reads 10 million bases per run, can be used for sequencing a small number of virus samples. In summary, by using this platform, we were able to retrieve more than 97 % of the target genome sequence after collecting as little as 100 virions. The total mass of DNA in 100 SV40 virions is 5 10 À16 g. This value is orders of magnitude less than the amount of DNA in a single bacterium, which has the smallest genome among cells used for single-cell sequencing.
Even though the platform was developed for DNA viruses, RNA viruses can also be enriched and sequenced. For RNA virus sequencing, the cDNA copies of genomes are encapsulated into drops instead of the genome itself. The genomic cDNA copies are synthesized by reverse-transcription with either oligo-dT or random hexamers. We synthesized genomic cDNA copies for norovirus and showed that various segments of the genome can be amplified from these cDNA copies (Table S4 and Figure S7 ). The genomic cDNA copies are then encapsulated into drops. After thermocycling, a few drops display a high level of fluorescence under excitation at 470 nm ( Figure S8 ). The PCR-positive drops can then be selected and processed following the same protocol as for DNA viruses.
Finally, we demonstrated the potential of our platform for the sequencing of unknown viruses by designing primers specific to a previously undescribed virus related to human rhinovirus and performing ddPCR. From metagenomic analysis on a wastewater sample, [3] we identified contigs showing 50-65 % sequence homology to human rhinovirus. We designed primers for each contig (Table S5 ) and performed PCR on the reverse-transcribed wastewater sample. The size of amplicons generated from PCR agrees with the size predicted from the contig sequences ( Figure S9 ). This result confirms the validity of our method for designing primers for unknown viruses. We then performed ddPCR with the designed primers and showed that a small fraction of drops display a high level of fluorescence signal under excitation at 470 nm ( Figure S10 ). These positive drops can be selected by using our microfluidic sorter and the target viral genome can be sequenced by following the same protocol as for the known viruses.
Our platform enables efficient isolation of single viral species from a mixture of other viruses and DNA contaminants. This eliminates the requirement for cell culture to prepare a homogeneous virus solution and allows genome sequencing of uncultivable viruses from an environmental sample. It thus holds great potential for virus discovery and the establishment of an extensive genomic database. A comprehensive virus database will facilitate the interpretation of metagenomic data by providing reference genomes; lead to a better understanding of virus diversity, ecology, adaptation, and evolution; and enable the prediction of emerging infectious diseases caused by viruses. Our work represents an important step towards exploration of the viral universe.
We expect extensions of this work to enable faster sorting for the isolation of rare viruses and the sequencing of individual viruses will further enhance the power of this new platform.
